We understand booking your photographer is one of the biggest decisions for your wedding. Here
a several things to look for when comparing another photographers work to ours. We want you to
make an educated decision.
Are the images exposed properly? Is there detail in the dress? Can you see the bead work or the
applique? Is the dress the proper color? Is it white? Is the tux black or is it off color? Is the sky
blue as it should be or white with no detail in the clouds? Can’t see the clouds because the sky is
white?
Are horizons level, when they should be? A minor detail however can make a huge
difference in the way a photo appears in your book or on your wall.
Are people connected in family groups or tossed together? Does the group look neat and
organized? Are hands placed in a pleasing manor, neatly in a pocket, on someone’s arm? If arms
and hands are hanging freely, do the hands/fingers appear awkward?
Groups, bridal party families, are the lines clean and straight or are people loose and appear out of
place? Gaps between people? Faces blocked? Groups should be neat and clean unless we are
doing something fun or "out of the box". They should be natural not forced. More relaxed. You
can see this easier than you think. You may not know exactly what it is that bothers yout an image,
but, it’s there.
Was the emotion captured? Was that one moment caught in that instant or lost forever? You’ll
never know if you don’t see it. If you don’t see it, well, it was never captured.
You may not notice the finer details as we’re working with you, however, those detail will make the
difference between, images you like and images you are absolutely in love with. A little attention
to detail is all it takes.
Attention to the details. The little things will make all the difference in world in your wedding day
photos. It’s the experience that counts, our ability to see the little things. To take care of you, your
family and friends from start to finish.
Our goal is you complete satisfaction. Any questions or need to compare, please feel free to call.
Even if it’s only a question to clarify something in your mind or something someone said that didn’t
make sense. We are here to help any way we can. We want you to make the best decision for your
upcoming wedding. Hopefully that decision is to book us. If not, at least we educated you so you
could make the best decision.

